Grant Application

Guideline Agree: on

Grant Information

Title Of Project: Outdoor sensory path
Organization Name: Cornell School District
Amount Requested: 1900.00
Total Cost Of Project: 1900.00
Beginning Date Of Project: 09/01/2023
Ending Date Of Project: 09/01/2024

Contact Information

Contact Person: Kari Koenig
Title: Mental Health Coordinator and Assistant Principal
Email: kkoenig@cornell.k12.wi.us
Phone: 715-579-3476
Organization Address: 111 south 4th street
City: cornell
State: WI
Zip: 54732

Organization Information

Chief Executive Officer Or Title: Paul Schley- School District Administrator
Chief Executive Email: pmschley@cornell.k12.wi.us
Chief Executive Phone Number: 715-861-6947
Organization Type: Public School

Grant Project Information

Project Description: The Cornell School District is seeking funding to provide mental health supports for our students through the use of creating an outdoor sensory path. Through a large amount of training, the Cornell staff knows the importance of meeting students' mental health needs. The school has added sensory tools within the classrooms and is
looking to offer students more, through an outdoor sensory path. The money from this grant will provide materials to create
the outdoor sensory path. Teachers and volunteers will work together to create and paint the sensory path on the school's
playground outside. Not only will this sensory path allow students the ability to self regulate, it will enhance students' motor
development through working on skills like hand-eye coordination, balance and spatial awareness. The path is something that
will be able to be used for many years.

**Project Beneficiary:** This project will directly benefit all students 3K-5th grade in the Cornell School District. These students
will be taught the correct way to use the sensory path and be able to use it for play at recess and outdoor physical education.
It may also be used for individual students that may need extra support at other times of the day.

**Project Budget:** All supplies for the sensory path will be purchased from thesensorypath.com Funds will be used to purchase
the original outdoor sensory path stencil package and stencil paint bundle along with the butterfly step and say outdoor
sensory path stencil and stencil paint bundle.

**Project Funding:** The initial implementation of the sensory path is fully covered by this grant. In future years the school may
need to purchase additional paint to maintain the appearance of the sensory path, but the stencils will last for years.